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Fed Chair Jerome Powell Is Only Happy When It Rains



Economic weakness gives Powell reason to print money at will and to 
gain favor with spend-happy politicians in Congress and the White 
House while selling out the United States.
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61.4% in January 2021

Despite consumer spending increases in January 2021 the U.S. 
Economy is weak. For starters, fewer people are working.



The U.S. has lost its manufacturing base and 
continues to run sizeable Trade Deficits.



Fiscal Deficits have become the status quo, 
subsidized by the Fed.



Powell said he is not concerned by the U.S. debt load as the 
cost to service debt is low (artificially low that is...)
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Public Debt 127% of GDP as of Q3’20 - pre-Trump’s 2nd & Biden’s 1st “stimulus” programs



The cost to service debt is low (for now) as the Fed has taken rates to zero and 
maintained low yields through Quantitative Easing – punishing savers & fixed 
income investors in the process – forcing investors to take on unnaturally risky 
assets in the pursuit of yield. The Fed can’t print in perpetuity.
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So much for saving with rates at zero.



The Fed’s massive expansion of the money supply to support QE, 
asset purchases and to subsidize the fiscal deficit has caused 
asset bubbles & inflation everywhere.
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Massive expansion in the Money Supply (M1) leads to a devalued dollar and inflation.



“What inflation?” – Jerome Powell
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This Inflation: NASDAQ Composite



This Inflation: Housing Index



This Inflation: Bitcoin



This Inflation: Lumber Futures



This Inflation: Consumer Debt



This Inflation: Tesla Shares



Whoops!
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The Answer to the U.S. Economy’s woes IS NOT more spending in the form of QE, 
Fed asset purchases nor more debt-funded “stimulus” subsidized by the Fed. 

Government transfer payments do not grow economies. 
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The Answer is to dramatically slow fiscal spending (“entitlements”) and for the Fed 
to stop QE and asset purchases while hiking interest rates to encourage savings and 

long-term investing. Not a sexy solution but one that will work toward getting the 
U.S. back on the road to solvency.
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END


